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CAPABILITIES / FAMILY LAW

Paternity
Clients seek our help determining who the
legal parent might be, because this helps
determine who is liable for child support
as well as who qualifies to ask for custody
of a child.

OVERVIEW
“We help clients determine whether or not they are the legal parent of a child when the
parentage is in dispute, making sure that we address both the legal and emotional aspects.”
— Julie Colton

Experienced Paternity Lawyers serving New Jersey, PA, DE, CT, & NY
If a child is born to unmarried parents, the father may not have legal parental rights or responsibilities. In
order to gain custody and visitation legally, he must establish his paternity, either by confirming his
paternity in writing or by taking legal action. On the other hand, a presumed father may dispute
paternity and should have experienced legal representation.
Establishing parentage is changing. Sometimes DNA results are not enough, and the legal aspects of the
case must be considered, such as:
Who is the legal father of child?
Is a same-sex partner a legal parent?
Is the biological parent always a legal parent?

Moreover, determination of parentage is a grey area. This area of law used to be called paternity, but as
more couples are using assisted reproductive technology and other non-traditional means of building a
family, the term that more appropriately reflects the legal determinations is parentage. Our highly skilled
New Jersey paternity lawyers can help you with paternity or parentage matters.
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Our Value
Obermayer’s Family Law practice counsels clients through the legal proceedings associated with
establishing parentage. The emotional and legal aspects often seem intertwined and are both addressed
by the attorney, though the attorney will remind the client to focus on the legal aspects.

Our Clients
Our NJ, PA, DE, CT, & NY paternity attorneys represent fathers on either side of parentage determinations,
whether guiding them through DNA testing, defending support actions, or getting custody of their
children. Client concerns depend on which side of the case the client is on.
If the parent is attempting to establish a legal parental right, then they are typically worried that they
might lose access to a child they consider to be their child. Obermayer’s NJ paternity attorneys help our
clients through the legal system as quickly as possible, until there is a final determination and resolution.
If the client is looking to exclude themselves from being a parent, the client is likely anxious about the
outcome, as they may wish to avoid liability for child support. It is important to consult the proficient New
Jersey paternity lawyers at Obermayer to determine who the legal parent is before a precedent is set.

Our Focus
The court has interjected a best interest standard into some parentage determination cases. Obermayer
attorneys make sure to look at all the aspects of the case and potential applications of paternity and
parentage law.

Contact New Jersey Paternity Lawyers for Help
If you need to discuss a paternity matter, contact our highly experienced New Jersey paternity attorneys.
Please contact our firm using our contact us form. The Obermayer paternity lawyers represent clients in
NJ, PA, DE, CT and NY.
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*Click here for a description of the standard or methodology on which the awards and honors are based. No aspect of this
advertisement is approved by the Supreme Court of New Jersey.

ATTORNEYS
Key Contacts
David L. Ladov

Julie R. Colton

PARTNER

PARTNER

267.675.4976

412.288.2474

david.ladov@obermayer.com

julie.colton@obermayer.com

Michael E. Bertin

Allison J. Burkhardt

Tara Burns

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

215.665.3280

856.857.1421

215.665.3056

michael.bertin@obermayer.com

allison.burkhardt@obermayer.com

tara.burns@obermayer.com

Samantha J. Evian

Amanda C. Frett

W. Frank Johnson, Jr.

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

215.665.3022

215.606.0258

267.675.4978

samantha.evian@obermayer.com

amanda.frett@Obermayer.com

frank.johnson@obermayer.com

Hillary J. Moonay

Marcelina R. Policicchio

Michelle L. Ringel

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

215.606.0755

412.209.0871

856.857.1423

hillary.moonay@obermayer.com

marcelina.policicchio@obermayer.com

Michelle.Ringel@obermayer.com

Lanique A. Roberts

Edward S. Sarin, Jr.

Leslie B. Spoltore

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

PARTNER

215.665.3137

856.857.1412

302.274.3062
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lanique.roberts@obermayer.com

Edward.Sarin@obermayer.com

leslie.spoltore@obermayer.com

Adam Tanker

Elizabeth Vaysman

Shari B. Veisblatt

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

PARTNER

215.606.0754

215.665.3133

856.857.1431

Adam.Tanker@obermayer.com

elizabeth.vaysman@obermayer.com

shari.veisblatt@obermayer.com

Robert I Whitelaw
OF COUNSEL
215.665.3206
robert.whitelaw@obermayer.com

RELATED CAPABILITIES
Adoption

Family Law

Appellate

Individuals & Private Clients

Child & Spousal Support

Mediation

Custody

Name Change

Divorce

Reproductive Law

Domestic Abuse
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